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Presidential peripateticisms – “While this magnetic” 
The end of another Society year, its fifteenth – and mine and 16 
others who have been and still are (Charter) members since the 
beginning – and my fourth as your President.  A good opportunity, 
in my opinion, to take stock and present a short review, ahead of 
the AGM, of the past year, as well as an observation regarding 
next year. 
Membership:  Notwithstanding that seven did not renew their membership, we were able to 
attract 11 new members, one of whom (re-)joined specifically because we “are turning to other 
music and not just G&S”.  [However, I hasten to add that Savoyards will not be forgotten, nor 
do I intend to lose sight of our roots.]  At end-June, therefore, the Society has 64 members, four 
more than 12 months ago, and 11 more than in 2017! 
Finances:  Although not all invoices are in (but taking account of these but without, of course, 
those related to tomorrow’s event), and although our auditor needs to approve the accounts, the 
Society has probably around the same in the bank as at this time a year ago.  Full details will 
be available at the AGM, but members can already rest assured that the Society is financially 
sound. 
Events:  The year started with the reprise of the Summer Serenade, the September Showcase, 
with the AGM the following month.  The Society held two Apéros (Yule and Summer), both,  
I feel, successful; two DVD evenings; a workshop given by Nora Tiedcke (another had, 
unfortunately, to be cancelled) and another given by Beverley Worboys and Tiffany Butt; and, 
last but I hope not least, my talk on aspects of D’Oyly Carte’s life.  By my reckoning, and 
ignoring the statutory obligation of the AGM, that makes nine events in as many months  
(the Society effectively closes down during the three summer months).  For a reason beyond 
our control (the venue proprietors had double booked and cancelled our engagement at very 
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short notice), the first in the series G&SS presents, namely “An evening with Cole Porter”, had 
to be postponed, but it has been rescheduled (same time, same place) to tomorrow!  See below 
for details.  So that makes a double-digit number of events!  I do not think that the Society or 
your Board can reasonably be expected to do more.   

On this last thought, an observation for the coming year, one which is not exactly new: 
organising events rests on a few shoulders, namely those of the Board, together with their other 
administrative responsibilities.  Should another pair of shoulders, figuratively speaking, feel 
inclined to join the Board then I, for one, would be grateful. 

That’s enough from me, so what is in this issue?  Recent Board decisions, further 
information on the forthcoming events (until the end of the calendar year), reviews of the last 
three, the Spotlight on a Charter member, a transcript of the first part of my aforementioned 
talk, and an article on Cole Porter.  There’s enough to get your teeth into over a summer’s G&T. 

Finally, I’m afraid it’s that time of year when members are requested to pay their 
membership fees – unchanged at CHF 40 (CHF 20 for those under 26) – by end-September at 
the latest.  Please note your payment “Membership 2019/20” as this helps our bookkeeper.  
Bank details at the end of each Newsletter, but payment slips can be provided on request. 

Before finishing, as ever, if you’re reading this as an e-document (pdf), all e-links are 
active.  It only remains for me to wish you all a wonderful (Savoyardian) summer and I hope 
that you’ll come to the AGM to voice your opinions and support your Society. 

 

Board decisions – “That we will well and truly try” 
The administrative and financial aspects of the four events 
planned and, with tomorrow’s, held since the last Newsletter 
have again kept the Board busy for much of its April and May 
meetings.  In that latter meeting, and due to the forthcoming 
closure for around 15 months of the Alterszentrum zum Lamm 
(which includes the Silberbergsaal which we use for, especially, 
the Summer and Yule Apéros), the venues for that period were 
also discussed and decisions taken (as are noted below or will 
be in future Newsletters). 

The Board’s final meeting of the year is actually this evening, where it will turn its attention 
to the programme for 2019/20: the Society’s AGM will give me the perfect opportunity to share 
that with you. 
 

Forthcoming Society events – 
“Then no longer let us linger” 

 
 
 
 
 
TOMORROW (!) – G&SS presents – “An evening with Cole Porter”: 
Same time, same place, same price, same performers as previously announced, this is (still) not 
an evening to be missed and the perfect way for the Society to end its financial year.  Come 
along and be enchanted by one of the best contributors to the American Songbook (details in 
the flyer). 
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Thursday, 26th September – The Society’s AGM: 
Seemingly the fixed venue for our AGM, we’ll again meet in the Kochnische in the Markthalle.  
Drinks and nibbles will be provided as every year, and afterwards there’s the chance to buy 
something from one of the many food stalls there and eat with the group in the Kochnische.  
More information and formal invitations to members during the summer. 

 
Saturday/Sunday, 19th/20th October:  G&SS presents – “World War One women” 
As mentioned in the last Newsletter, in its second of the series G&SS presents, the Society has 
invited Prof. Vivien Newman to give talks on a lesser-known aspect of the Great War, that of 
the role played by women.  The Society is delighted and honoured that Viv has agreed to leave 
England just for us, and, as we are expecting a lot of interest within but also outside of the 
Society, she will be speaking on two evenings!  But that’s not all!  So as not to forget our 
musical roots, Beverley and Tatjana, accompanied by Tiffany, will be singing songs of the 
period.  More (but not all!) information in the flyer at the top of the next page (apologies 
regarding the placing!), and a mail to me today rather than tomorrow will get your seats 
guaranteed prior to the registration form, which will go out towards the end of August. 
 
Tuesday, 22nd October & Thursday, 28th November (prov. dates):  DVD evenings 
The second in our DVD evenings for members only, a true G&S evening at a member’s home.  
If it proves as popular as last time – and why shouldn’t it? – a reprise on a different weekday is 
envisaged.  Details in the next Newsletter. 

 
Friday, 22nd November:  G&SS presents – “Closer still with Closer” 
The perfect way to chill out after a busy week: with our own Beverley Worboys, this close-
harmony trio will provide an unforgettable evening of music influenced by Gilbert and Sullivan. 
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All information is in the flyer below.  As with the Cole Porter evening, open to all, and 
payment only at the door.   

A pleasure not to be missed! 
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Friday, 13th December:  The Yule Apéro – Details in the next Newsletter, but a ‘marker’ 
for your diary for our annual singalong and social gathering to round off the calendar year. 
 

Review of recent Society events – 
“Singing so merrily, ‘Trial la law’ ” 

 
 
 
 
 “An Oily Card – the life and times of Richard D’Oyly Carte” – 9th April 
Last year, our President Steve Arthur presented a most entertaining and informative talk on 
“The Wit of W. S. Gilbert”, which was greatly appreciated by an enthusiastic audience. 

This year, Steve turned his attention to the third of the famous triumvirate, Richard D’Oyly 
Carte, who brought together the dramatist W. S. Gilbert and composer Arthur Sullivan, 
nurturing their collaboration on a series of thirteen Savoy operas.  He founded the D’Oyly Carte 
Opera Company and built the Savoy Theatre to host the Gilbert and Sullivan operas.  In keeping 
with the punning wit of Gilbert, Steve entitled his talk “An Oily Card”, which pointedly 
underlines D’Oyly Carte’s business acumen! 

As usual, Steve’s talk was a perfect balance of fun and fact.  Today, D’Oyly Carte is 
generally seen as the businessman behind Gilbert and Sullivan, but he was raised in a very 
musical family, and was a composer and conductor in his own right.  He wrote and published 
several of his own songs and instrumental works, as well as a few short comic operas.  On tour 
in 1871 he conducted “Cox and Box” by Arthur Sullivan.  Working later with G&S, Carte was 
often an active Stage Manager, and auditioned singers himself from the piano, so he was much 
more than merely the “money-man”! 

Steve left us with an excellent picture of D’Oyly Carte, who saw himself as an equal partner 
to his two famous composer and librettist colleagues, the latter of which (Gilbert) it seems 
sometimes had difficulties in accepting him as their equal.  His skill in keeping them working 
together, his business-sense, and his sheer capacity for hard work ensured that the Savoy Operas 
not only survived through the Victorian Age but continued to the present day. 

Of course, not all partner-ships sail only on calm seas, and Steve outlined the later 
difficulties, arguments and stresses that befell the three partners, and the many other business 
interests that Carte had built up during a very active life. 

All in all, it was a thoroughly enjoyable evening, which of course was rounded off by our 
traditional apéro.  So, on behalf of your appreciative audience, Steve, many thanks again! 

 

Musical Theatre Workshop and Master Class – 12th May 
Being an enthusiastic workshop participant, it was with great pleasure that I read in the G&S 
Spring newsletter that a two-day Musical Theatre Workshop and Master Class would be held 
in early May.  I was already having musical withdrawal symptoms when I learned that I had 
booked our holiday in Italy during the Summer Apéro and would be missing that most enjoyable 
of G&S events this year!  On asking Sarah if the workshop was open to all I was informed that 
Summer Apéro participants would have preference, but that I should apply anyway.  Well, due 
to the lack of participants the workshop was reduced to one day, I had chosen and learned my 
piece and so I turned up bright and early at the Silberbergsaal on the day, full of enthusiasm. 

The seven of us participants were warmly welcomed by Beverley and Tiffany and were 
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first informed of the day’s programme, which was a full one to say the least.  Norman and I 
were the only males in this bevy of beauties.  We each in turn were then asked to identify 
ourselves, our chosen songs and what we expected to achieve during the Workshop.  We learned 
that we would each have an individual tuition session with Beverley (vocal performance) and 
with Tiffany (singing to piano accompaniment).  After lunch we would be having a group 
Master Class, with all attending, and that there would be a special guest to give us advice.  To 
close the day there would be a walk-through of our songs followed by a concert performance 
for our invited guests. 

During the following group warm-up we were shown a number of ways to “open-up” our 
bodies to prepare them for singing, as if the body was an instrument that needed to be taken 
from its case, tuned and warmed up before playing.  The importance of this preparation was 
emphatically stressed by Beverley and with a selection of physical jerks and vocal gymnastics 
we were well prepared for the intensive sessions that followed. 

The sessions with Beverley and Tiffany went by far too quickly and I discovered that the 
practice I had done at home over the preceding days had really been worth the effort.  We were 
able to “sit-in” during the sessions of the others and silently learn by listening!  All these 
sessions had, as is often usual in such events, overrun the scheduled times and lunch was taken 
a half an hour late.  However, the clement weather made sitting outside quite comfortable. 

Prior to the Master Class after lunch we were introduced to Theresa from London, who had 
been Beverley’s singing teacher in her earlier years.  We were each asked to perform our songs 
to Tiffany’s accompaniment.  I had chosen If I Loved You from Carousel by Rogers and 
Hammerstein, Alicia sang two songs from The King and I, Gaby had chosen Send In The 
Clowns by Steven Sondheim and Norman sang a beautiful rendition of The Olive Tree from 
Kismet inspired by Borodin, to mention a few.  We each received terrific advice on our 
presentations from Theresa and then each one was able to perform a repeat of their song.  I felt 
that the support we silently gave each other was an enormous help and the applause infectious! 

There was then no time for our run-through and all of a sudden the guests were arriving 
and stage fright was setting in!  Chairs were put out, we received our order of singing and it 
was suddenly curtain up for the show.  The performances were all very well received and before 
we knew it was all over.  I for one thoroughly enjoyed the day and I am sure that all the others 
did too.  Thanks to Beverley and Tiffany for their endless patience and help.  I can’t wait for 
the next workshop! 

Charles Bond (participant) 

Wow!  “What a diff’rence a day made!”  So sang Dinah Washington (among others), and the 
phrase is more than appropriate here.  Even though I had listened in to a rehearsal by the chorus 
for the Summer Apéro – of which more below – I was not prepared for the quality of the 
performance by the seven who participated in this one-day workshop, five of whom were in the 
aforementioned chorus.  It is one thing to sing in a group with no audience, or even, as at the 
Apéro, in front of one; it is quite another to sing, solo and quasi naked, before others, however 
well-intentioned.  In my opinion, what Beverley and Tiffany (and, I gather, a visiting friend of 
Beverley’s, Theresa Goble) achieved was nothing short of remarkable!   

To the best of my knowledge, few (if any) had performed in the musical theatre genre, but 
this was not at all apparent by the rendering of songs from, among others, Carousel, Kismet and 
Kiss me Kate, or by Sondheim.  I will not single anyone out, but a special mention of – and 
thanks to – Florence Hood’s son Jamie for accompanying her on the flugel horn.  I hope that 
we’ve not heard or seen the last of him. 

Although lasting only around 25 minutes, it was more than worth stirring my stumps from 
the sticks of outer Basel-Landschaft! 

Steve Arthur (onlooker) 
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The Summer Apéro “Inspired by Gilbert” – 15th June 
We have been members of the G&S Society for many years, and have always enjoyed its varied 
activities.  The first time that we actually sang in public was in the Society production of Trial 
by Jury in 2013 (see Newsletter of Spring 2014).  We found this such a great experience that 
we volunteered for the chorus in the Summer Apéro.  As well as one Gilbert and Sullivan piece, 
we found ourselves confronted with “It’s a Grand Night for Singing” and “Moon River”, the 
latter being particularly difficult for singers not used to singing in parts.  However, this new 
departure for the Society was welcomed by the audience members we spoke to, and was also a 
great experience for the singers. 

When one does something like this, a bond develops among the participants, and it was 
great having so many new young faces among them.  We really appreciated the hard work Sarah 
did with the initial rehearsals at her house in Rodersdorf.  Then as the performance time came 
near we had rehearsals in Basel with Beverley and Tiffany.  Tiffany was great at the piano and 
Beverley had so much enthusiasm and professionalism, letting us know when we were not 
doing it correctly and congratulating us when all went well, which made us feel pretty good.  
We were lucky in having some really good soloists, who also had to put in a lot of time getting 
it all together. 

One problem we had in the actual performance was the acoustics of the room, which 
seemed to amplify Tiffany’s excellent piano playing but drown out the quieter soloists.  We do 
not know if there is anything that can be done about this. 

From our point of view it was a very good experience.  We think we are going in the right 
direction, as did the members of the audience with whom we spoke.  For the many people today 
who have never heard of Gilbert and Sullivan, a mixed programme such as this is the best way 
to introduce them to their music. 

Finally, on behalf of all the singers we would like to give our sincere thanks to Beverley 
and Sarah for their guidance and tuition, and to Tiffany for the wonderful accompaniment.  Also 
thanks to Stephan for the individual introduction of the singers and the gift of chocolate – very 
nice! 

Kay & Philip Grubb 

Following an absence of three years due to work commitments, I was pleased to be able to once 
again join the “choir” for the G&S Summer Apéro, having last participated in 2015.  I enjoyed 
the format of the evening, the variety of music, as well as the camaraderie amongst the 
performers.  Music for me is food for the soul, and when I can share my passion for music even 
better.  During a moment of weakness I was persuaded that it was also time for me to go 
“solo”…. while my nerves are always a challenge hearing the laughter from the audience during 
Eva and my duet made me realize that, with practice, we can overcome our nerves.  And not to 
forget, i.e. “remembering it well”, thanks also for the encouragement and guidance from 
Beverley and Tiffany whose patience at times may have been stretched in trying to ensure we 
hit the right notes. 

Joe Paola 

The Gilbert & Sullivan Society’s Summer Apéro has become a June tradition for our 
association.  It had its tentative beginnings in June of 2006.  That it would evolve into a tradition 
would not become apparent until later years.  The second one took place in 2008.  In the first 
two “editions” of the Summer Apéro, there was wine, background G&S music, and a raffle.  
Live music at the event had its debut in 2009 with a sing-along led by Monica Buckland, a 
renowned conductor who is partial to the music of G&S.  A few years of sing-alongs were 
followed by two years at which the Society’s production of Trial by Jury provided the musical 
highlights.  There has been a Summer Apéro with sing-alongs and soloists ever since. 
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At this year’s Summer Apéro, doors opened at 19h00.  Participants were welcomed with a 
glass of Prosecco upon entering the hall and were free to enjoy items from the buffet and 
socialize with others in the room until the start of the concert a 19h30.  

Under the able musical direction of Beverley Worboys and Tiffany Butt, supported by 
Sarah Ebner, the theme this year was “Inspired by Gilbert”.  The thesis was that Gilbert’s lyrics 
and style provided significant inspiration to subsequent generations of songwriters.  

The concert opened with musical fireworks: a grand overture prepared for the Summer 
Apéro and played by Tiffany Butt.  Beverley then guided us through the evening, introducing 
the individual pieces and explaining their relevance to the main theme.  There were, of course 
selections from Gilbert & Sullivan.  And then there were selections from those inspired by 
Gilbert: Lerner & Loewe, Rodgers & Hammerstein, the Gershwin brothers, Rodgers & Hart, 
Cole Porter, Sandy Wilson, Harnick & Bock, C. Carson Parks, Mancini & Mercer, and Tom 
Lehrer. 

The concert was divided into three parts, with two intermissions, allowing participants 
ample opportunity to enjoy a(nother) glass of wine, savories, desserts, and conversation with 
others in attendance.  The Basel Gilbert & Sullivan Players sang beautifully for the audience, 
and, as it were, danced for us occasionally as well.  There were 20 songs in the evening’s 
repertoire, among them solos, duets, and choruses.  This ensemble has developed impressively 
over the past few years.  

There were two family duets.  In 1967, Frank Sinatra recorded the song “Somethin’ Stupid” 
with his daughter, Nancy.  This evening, we had mother and son Johanna MacLeod Honegger 
and Simon Honegger singing the same song, with the gender roles reversed.  I imagine that 
some mothers of sons will be a wee bit envious of Johanna’s success in getting Simon to 
perform with her (or was it vice versa?).  The other family affair was Bryony and Jonathan 
Richards singing the love duet from Iolanthe “None shall part us from each other”.  The 
audience believed them after their performance.  

Another song that I would like to mention is “The Elements”, written by Tom Lehrer*  
in 1959.  Lehrer introduced the song at a concert saying “I would like to sing a song which is 
completely pointless … It’s simply the names of the chemical elements being set to a possibly 
recognizable tune.”  That tune was from the song “I am the very model of a modern Major-
General” (from, of course, The Pirates of Penzance).  The last line of “The Elements” states: 
“These are the only ones of which the news has come to Harvard.  And there might be many 
others, but they haven’t been discovered.”  Cameron Gough sang this difficult tongue-twister 
of a song admirably.  Not only did he sing it, he updated it for the 15 or so elements for which 
the news has subsequently reached Harvard.  

After her spectacular musical opening to the evening, Tiffany’s musical accompaniment 
through the rest of the program was (as usual) wonderfully executed. 

Penultimately, I compliment all who helped with the organization of the event.  To the 
outside observer, everything was flawless (except for a small issue with the WCs, which was 
outside of the Society’s control).  The food was good and the drinks both plentiful and served 
at the right temperatures.  

And finally, I would like to commend the Society’s President, Steve Arthur, for his courage 
in getting up on stage and singing – successfully I might add.  (He sang a duet with Marina 
Emmel.  She might have needed courage, too.)  Furthermore, I wish to thank Steve, firstly for 
keeping his remarks mercifully brief on this evening and, secondly, for the tremendous effort 
he puts in for our Society every day.  
*Tom Lehrer (on YouTube, for example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2cfju6GTNs). 

Bernie MacCabe 
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Spotlight on … Valerie Walder (Charter member) 

I came here on Sunday, the third of October 1959, started work the next 
day teaching English as a foreign language although I had been an infant 
teacher for five years in England, and at almost eighty-five am still 
working.  At grammar school (Gymnasium here) I was in a very musical 
class where most of the pupils played one instrument and several even 
two.  The whole class was a “self-trained choir” where, being tall then, 
I was stood at the back and told to open and shut my mouth but not to 
sing!  However, we were always given the musical outings to operas, 
concerts and the ballet and so began my love of music. 

My first acquaintance with G&S was being the prompter for two 
school productions of HMS Pinafore and The Pirates of Penzance.  At 
the beginning of my life in Basel I was totally isolated apart from my 
students who were truly a lifeline and some of whom became true 
friends and part of my unofficial family today.  It was only after getting 
divorced that there was the possibility to join various clubs, the first one 
being The Semi-Circle where I played various roles starting off as a 
ghost and now being a Contessa.  I guess, being a Leo that the stage, as 
well as teaching, is in the blood!  So how could I not join the G&S 
Society?  My favourite event of all was when we had our own performance of Trial by Jury as 
a student of mine played a leading role, but all our events have been most enjoyable.  For the 
future, personally I would love to see another Savoy opera performed by our very talented club. 
 

Other items of interest: 

“An Oily Card – the life and times of Richard D’Oyly Carte” (part 1),  
by Stephan Arthur (talk given on 9th April) 

Prologue 
Around this time last year, I justified to the 
assembled why I felt sufficiently confident and 
competent to give a talk on W. S. Gilbert, and why 
I felt precisely the opposite regarding the other two 
that were to become synonymous with the Savoy 
Operas.  And yet, here I am again, after what was 
apparently then regarded as a successful evening, 
standing before you to give another talk.  Although 
I suppose it could have been on the latter part of 
Gilbert’s life, on which I touched but barely, I 
thought that you’d be more interested in something 
‘nearer home’ as it were, so I’ve turned my 
attention to the Savoy Operas’ impresario, Richard 
D’Oyly Carte.  You will, I hope, find that he, his 
family and close associates are not without interest. 

Before launching into the impresario’s life, we 
need, as with Gilbert, to understand a little of the 
English theatrical world in the second half of Queen 
Victoria’s reign.  Some of what follows is therefore 
a repetition of last year, but a necessity all the same. 
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Managing an English theatre in the 1800s 
Following the establishing of the first Theatre Royals in the 17th and 18th centuries, with 
patents granted by the monarch, theatres operating outside of the patents were technically illegal 
and subject to closure.  The Licensing Act of 1737 – revoked only in 1968 – was, in part, to 
protect these patents, but also to suppress political or satirical attacks on the government.  All 
new plays were subject to the Lord Chamberlain’s approval.  However, the non-patented, 
unlicensed theatres were tolerated so long as they didn’t overstep the political ‘red line’, and 
they enjoyed increasing popularity.  Basically, the patented theatres saw themselves as 
guardians of classical drama and tragedy, and opera, normally Italian.  The minor theatres, now 
legitimised in the Theatres Act of 1843, turned to mime, circus and burletta. 

I mentioned last year that, especially, the increased mobility of suburban London in the 
1850s did much to enormously boost the interest in the London theatres, but that this potentially 
lucrative source of income needed competent managers.  One of the earliest such, and indeed 
before this mobility got under way, was Elizabeth Vestris, known as Madame, and her second 
husband Charles Mathews.  I noted her employing the playwright James Robinson Planché and 
her producing his burlettas, but I now need to explain a little more about her and her role as 
theatre owner and manager. 

Elizabetta Lucia Bartolozzi was born in London in 1797, the first of two daughters of a 
successful art dealer, Gaetano Stefano Bartolozzi, and an equally eminent German pianist, 
Therese Jansen (Joseph Haydn wrote one of his three English sonatas for her).  Married at the 
age of 16 to a French ballet dancer, Elizabetta was already singing and acting professionally 
under her stage name of Madame Vestris when her husband deserted her four years later.  Her 
first leading role in Italian opera at 18 was not least for her contralto voice as for her good looks, 
and she was soon at home on the London and Paris stages.  At the age of 23 she made her first 
appearance in the so-called ‘breeches roles’ (in which an actress appears in male clothing), and 
where, according to Jacky Bratton, she showed off her fabulously perfect legs, launching her 
career as a scandalous beauty.  From then on she remained an extraordinary favourite in opera, 
musical farces and comedies until her retirement in 1854, at the age of 57 and only two years 
before her death. 

In 1830, having accumulated a fortune from performing, she leased the Olympic Theatre 
from John Scott, and began presenting a series of burlesques and extravaganzas.  Marrying for 
the second time in 1838, she and her husband, Charles James Mathews, led several managerial 
ventures, including those of the Lyceum Theatre and Covent Garden, where she often took a 
leading role. 

Here we leave Madame Vestris managing her theatres and, unusually, the actors, actresses 
and support staff, and turn to the more usual state of affairs, which brings us to the rise of the 
impresario.  The term (from the Italian impresa, an enterprise or undertaking) originated in the 
social and economic world of Italian opera, in which from the mid-18th century to the 1830s, 
the impresario was the key figure in the organisation of a lyric season.  The owners of a theatre, 
usually amateurs from the nobility, charged the impresario with hiring a composer and the 
orchestra, singers, costumes and sets, all while assuming considerable financial risk.  In 1786, 
Mozart satirised the stress and emotional mayhem in a single-act farce Der Schauspieldirektor 
(The Impresario).  Antonio Vivaldi, for example, was unusual in acting as both impresario and 
composer … as was Richard D’Oyly Carte, who we can finally introduce! 

Richard D’Oyly Carte: the early years 
Richard D’Oyly Carte was born on Greek Street in Soho on 3rd May 1844, and was thus the 
youngest of the Triumvirate – I shall use this term exclusively to describe Gilbert, Sullivan and 
Carte.  His father, Richard Carte, was a flautist but, to supplement his income, joined the firm 
of Rudall, Rose and Co., instrument makers and music publishers, in 1850, at which time there 
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were five mouths to feed – and, in the next decade, a further three.  After he became a partner, 
his name was added to that of the firm and, later still, reduced to Rudall, Carte and Co., which 
continued unchanged until the firm closed down in 1958.  Richard Carte Sr was the inventor of 
a new kind of flute, which can be viewed at the Victoria and Albert Museum, and was also the 
founder of the London Society of Amateur Flautists and the journal The Musical Dictionary, 
and was a popular lecturer.  His other son, Henry, would follow in his footsteps as flute-maker. 

D’Oyly Carte’s mother, Eliza Jones, was the daughter of a Welch clergyman, but also a 
descendant of an ancient Norman family, the D’Ouilly or D’Oyly – although Carte’s biographer 
Arthur Jacobs emphasises that in his case it was “a forename (not part of a double surname)”.  
Incidentally, the same is true of Arthur Conan Doyle, who would become Mr Conan Doyle or 
Sir Arthur.  Eliza exposed her family to art, music and poetry, and young Carte studied the 
violin and then the flute at an early age.  The family spoke French at home two days a week, 
and the parents often took their children to the theatre. 

Educated at University College School, Richard Carte Jr achieved a place at the university 
college of the same name but, in deference to his parents’ wishes, joined his father’s business 
instead.  As his father’s name was by now well known in and beyond the musical profession, 
Richard Jr added D’Oyly from his mother’s side – presumably Jones wouldn’t have had the 
same ring about it – and styled himself D’Oyly Carte or R. D’Oyly Carte.  As a result, and due 
to his smooth manner in conducting his subsequent businesses, the moniker ‘Oily Carte’ was 
but a small step.  

While working with his father, and between 1868 and 1877, Carte wrote and published the 
music for several of his own songs and instrumental works, as well as three short comic operas.  
More important for our story, however, was that he conducted Cox and Box (music by a certain 
Arthur Sullivan) on tour in 1871.  Indeed, later in his career, Carte’s musical talent would allow 
him to audition singers himself from the piano. 

We now need to take a step back for a couple of minutes and leave Carte and turn to 
Thespis.  

Thespis and John Hollingshead 
As you heard last year, Sullivan was introduced to Gilbert probably in July 1870.  The result 
was Thespis which Gilbert considered a failure, but which in fact outran five of the nine similar 
productions of the season.  Moreover, the Gaiety Theatre, which hosted Thespis, normally only 
ran productions for two or three weeks; its run was therefore extraordinary for the theatre.  But 
it was not Carte who was responsible for this first G&S burlesque.  That honour goes to another 
impresario, John Hollingshead. 

Hollingshead, apart from being a successful impresario, was also an author and journalist, 
writing under the tutelage of Dickens and then Thackeray.  However, it was in theatre 
management that he made his name, first at the Alhambra Theatre, where he introduced the 
can-can, and then at the Gaiety Theatre, as well as managing shows from time to time at the 
Opera Comique.  It was after the Gaiety’s refurbishment that the theatre re-opened on 21st 
December 1868 with Gilbert’s operatic parody, Robert the Devil or The Nun, the Dun, and the 
Son of a Gun.  Almost exactly three years later, on 26th December 1871, Thespis premiered at 
the Gaiety. 

Perhaps as a result of the negative press that followed – there were positive ones as  
well – Hollingshead was dis-inclined to pursue any further collaboration with Gilbert and 
Sullivan as a librettist/composer duo.  More likely is that they did not fit in with Hollingshead’s 
concept of himself as a “licensed dealer in legs, short skirts, French adaptations, Shakespeare, 
taste and musical glasses.”  This seems all the more likely when one considers that there was 
neither a revival of Thespis nor are the whereabouts of the music known (aside two songs and 
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some ballet music).  Indeed, according to Arthur Jacobs, both Gilbert and Sullivan came to 
regard Thespis, with its “brazen girls in tights and short skirts” and broad burlesque-style 
humour, as “the kind of work they wished to avoid”.  They later renounced travesti roles and 
revealing dresses on their actresses, and made publicly known their disapproval of them. 

But let us return to Richard D’Oyly Carte. 

Richard D’Oyly Carte: impresario 
During the late 1860s and early 1870s, from within his father’s firm in Charing Cross and, by 
late 1874, from a nearby address in Craig’s Court, Carte began to build an operatic, concert and 
lecture management agency, one could almost call it an imperium.  His two hundred clients 
eventually included the composers Charles Gounod, Jacques Offenbach and Clara Schumann, 
singers Adelina Patti, Antoinette Sterling, Edward Lloyd and George Grossmith, writers and 
playwrights Matthew Arnold and Oscar Wilde (to whom we’ll return), the painter James 
McNeill Whistler (ditto) and even fellow impresarios the German Reeds.  Hesketh Pearson said 
of Carte: “His acute business sense was aided by a frank and agreeable manner: he could not 
only see where money was to be made but how to make it.  He took what other people thought 
were risks, but he felt were certainties. … He knew everyone worth knowing … and his 
practical judgement was as sure as his sense of artistry.” 

An aside on George Grossmith.  Probably known by most of you for being the creator of 
all nine lead comic baritone roles in the Savoy Operas, Grossmith was and did much more 
(hence his being under contract with Carte).  As a writer and composer, he wrote 18 comic 
operas, nearly 100 musical sketches, some 600 songs and piano pieces, three books and both 
serious and comic pieces for newspapers and magazines.  He wrote, in collaboration with his 
brother Weedon, the comic novel The Diary of a Nobody.  Grossmith was also famous in his 
day for performing his own comic piano sketches and songs, both before and after his G&S 
days, becoming the most popular British solo performer of the 1890s.  But back to Carte. 

I mentioned the Opera Comique earlier, which was owned by Sefton Parry.  It had opened 
in 1870 and the first home-grown production at the theatre was a musical play in 1871, Marie, 
with music by … Richard D’Oyly Carte.  In 1874, Carte leased the theatre outright, with the 
intention, in his own words, “to establish in London a permanent abode for light Opera.”  He 
later said that it was “the scheme of my life” to found a school of high-quality, family-friendly 
English comic opera and wrote to Gilbert, “I envy your position but I could never attain it.   
If I could be an author like you I would certainly not be a manager.  I am simply the tradesman 
who sells your works of art.”  He would have cause to regret this outpouring.  However, Carte 
did not yet have the resources to turn his idea into reality, and after his season at the Opera 
Comique, he terminated his lease. 

Richard D’Oyly Carte: theatre manager 
I mentioned Madame Vestris earlier; we will now meet another Madame (but not, I hasten  
to add, such as is understood today when referring to the oldest profession).  Selina Dolaro  
(nèe Simmonds) was one of those multi-talented women borne largely of necessity – after eight 
years of marriage and at the age of only 24, she divorced her husband on the grounds of adultery 
and desertion, leaving her to bring up their four children alone.  By that time, 1873, she was a 
noted singer and, in the summer months, when the London theatres were too hot and stuffy to 
either perform or, more importantly, attract audiences, toured, children and all, the provinces 
with various companies.  By January 1875, she leased and was director of the Royalty Theatre, 
where her father was musical director.  Initially the idea was to have a theatre where she could 
present and appear in operettas by Offenbach and others.  To this end, she employed Carte  
as the theatre manager – recall how I mentioned earlier the various jobs and risks these had  
to take.  Jointly, for the premiere, they decided to present one of Offenbach’s shorter  
operetta, La Périchole, preceded by a piece with the resounding if bewildering title of 
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Cryptoconchoidsyphonostomata or, rather more understandably, While It’s to be Had.  As an 
aside, the title – I’ll not try to repeat it! – unsurprisingly does not appear in the Oxford English 
Dictionary and is presumed to have been a bit of scientific-sounding nonsense coined for this 
play; the four Greek-derived components of the word mean “hidden shell tubular pores”.  But 
the bill was still on the short side and Carte, looking for a suitably short third piece, happened 
to encounter Gilbert and at once suggested that he might write something, perhaps renewing 
his brief collaboration with Sullivan. 

This is not the place to deal with Trial by Jury, which of course was the piece that started 
life as a filler, but moved up the programme, as it were, to take top place, not least because I 
dealt with that last year. 

After the success of Trial by Jury – it ran for 131 performances and would have gone on 
longer but for the death of Fred Sullivan, Arthur’s brother, who played the Judge – and the 
usual touring of the provinces at the end of the London season, inter alia also with La Périchole 
and Trial by Jury, Carte tried, and failed, to raise money for either a revival of Thespis or a new 
piece.  It was not until a year had passed that he finally found four backers and formed the 
“Comedy Opera Company” to produce new works by British authors and composers.  This was 
to pave the way for the immensely successful collaboration of Gilbert, Sullivan and Carte, 
which I’ll deal with next. 

But before I do, a few more words on Selina Dolaro.  As she was playing the title role in 
La Périchole, where The Times reported that she united her “vivacity as an actress” with her 
“taste and skill as a singer”, she did not sing, for example, the Plaintiff’s part in Trial by Jury.  
In fact, she appears to have had nothing further to do with Gilbert and Sullivan, but did continue 
to work with Carte for a while.  In 1889, at the age of only 39, she died of tuberculosis. 

The Triumvirate: the beginnings 
With financial backing, and a theatre which, although hastily built and with a staircase cited as 
being a fire hazard, was nicely decorated, Gilbert and Sullivan set to work on The Sorcerer.  
The Triumvirate were able to select their own cast, instead of using the players under contract 
to the theatre where the work was produced, as had been the case with their earlier works.  They 
chose talented actors, few of whom were well-known; Carte’s agency provided many of them.  
The opera opened on 17th November 1877 and ran for 178 performances.  Gilbert and Sullivan 
were happy, Carte was happy, the backers were happy, and the public wanted more!  The 
Triumvirate were more than willing to oblige. 

H.M.S. Pinafore opened at the Opera Comique on 25th May 1878 and the first-night 
reception promised well for its future.  But then something beyond anyone’s control threatened 
to sink Pinafore and Carte’s dreams.  London was experiencing an unusually protracted 
heatwave, with its negative effect on theatre attendances.  Pinafore was no exception and the 
backers of the Comedy Opera Company, nervous about the safety of their money, panicked and 
on several occasions posted notices backstage warning of the theatre’s imminent closure.  Such 
could be avoided each time only when the cast agreed to a cut in wages.  Something had to be 
done, and Sullivan proved to be just the right person to do it.  At the time he was the conductor 
of the Promenade Concerts at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, and he decided to 
include an arrangement of some of the music from Pinafore.  It was an immediate success, the 
situation at the Opera Comique was entirely changed and H.M.S. Pinafore was to sail on for 
571 performances, the second-longest run of any musical theatre piece up to that time (after 
The Chimes of Normandy, or, to give it its original title, Les cloches de Corneville). 

However, as an aftermath to the financial problems caused by the heatwave, there were 
further troubles ahead.  Carte convinced Gilbert and Sullivan that when their original agreement 
with the Comedy Opera Company expired in July 1879, a business partnership among the three 
of them would be to their advantage.  Each put up £1,000 and formed a new partnership under 
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the name “Mr Richard D’Oyly Carte’s Opera Company” – somewhat later simply the D’Oyly 
Carte Opera Company.  Under the partnership agreement, once the expenses of mounting the 
productions had been deducted, each of the three partners was entitled to one third of the profits.  
This was fine until the 31st July 1879, the last day of the original agreement, when the directors 
of the Comedy Opera Company attempted to take the theatre by force during the performance, 
resulting in the fantastic Battle of the Opera Comique.  They assembled a gang of toughs and 
launched an assault on the theatre with the idea of seizing the scenery and props in order to put 
on their own production elsewhere.  A pitched battle followed with the audience in a state of 
near-panic and the attackers were repelled.  The directors did in fact present their own 
production, first at the Aquarium Theatre and later at the Olympic Theatre, but failed to gain 
the support of the public, who rallied to the authentic production being played a mere hundred 
yards away.  The matter went to the courts, finally resulting in a legal ruling which forbade the 
rebellious directors from presenting the works of Gilbert and Sullivan.  It marked the end of the 
Comedy Opera Company which went into liquidation.  Gilbert celebrated accordingly with the 
purchase of his first yacht, the Pleione, named appropriately after an Oceanid nymph in Greek 
mythology. 

H.M.S. Pinafore was so successful that Carte soon sent two companies out to tour the 
provinces, as well as forming a children’s company (which later ran into a certain amount of 
trouble when confronted with Ruddigore).  

The success of Pinafore naturally bred interest in rival companies for a piece of the cake 
and, in the absence of any copyright agreement between the United States and Britain, pirated 
versions of the opera broke out like a rash in America, causing one newspaper to write,  
“At present there are 42 companies playing Pinafore about the country.  Companies formed 
after 6 p.m. yesterday are not included.”  In fact, there were over 150 unauthorised productions 
in America alone, leaving Sullivan to comment that there was in the United States a belief  
“that a free and independent American citizen ought not to be robbed of his right of robbing 
someone else”.  The Triumvirate decided to show at least how the piece ought to be performed 
and they departed for New York with their own company.  Although Sullivan wrote to his 
mother that the opening night was “magnificent”, their takings were not; it was to be hoped that 
their next production would be more lucrative. 

We need to sidetrack just a little and delve into Richard D’Oyly Carte’s personal life, as 
this was to have a substantial influence on both him and the running of his businesses. 

Richard D’Oyly Carte and Helen Lenoir 
Carte arrived in New York on 11th November 1879 with the whole company, a week after 
Gilbert, Sullivan and Albert Cellier.  But who was running the good ship Pinafore in London, 
which only closed, after 571 performances, three months later, on 20th February 1880?  The 
answer: the redoubtable Helen Lenoir. 

Helen Lenoir was the stage name, which she retained long after leaving the boards, of 
Susan Helen Couper Black.  Born in Wigtown, Scotland on 12th May 1852, she was the second 
eldest of four.  Her father was a procurator fiscal and banker, her mother hailed from Penzance!  
A gifted student, she passed the examinations for Special Certificates in mathematics and in 
logic and moral philosophy at London University – degrees were not awarded to women until 
1878 – and was also fluent in several languages.  After her studies, she taught mathematics and 
had a brief acting career, during which she changed her name to Helen Lenoir (“le noir”, or 
“the black”).   

While a member of the Theatre Royal, Dublin, Helen Lenoir met Carte in September 1875.  
He was at the nearby Gaiety Theatre to manage the first tour of Trial by Jury.  She was 
fascinated by his vision for establishing a company to promote English comic opera and gave 
up her next engagement to join his theatrical organisation.  From the time that she was hired as 
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Carte’s secretary, Lenoir was intensely involved in his business affairs and had a grasp of detail 
and organisational and diplomacy skills that surpassed even his own.  Indeed, in 1886, Carte 
raised her salary to £1,000 a year plus a 10% commission on the net profits of his theatrical 
business – by then, she was its business manager.   According to historian Jane Stedman, “When 
she demurred, he wrote, ‘You know very well, and so do all those who know anything about 
my affairs, that I could not have done the business at all, at any rate on nothing like the same 
scale, without you.’ ”  To put Lenoir’s future salary in context: a surgeon would earn around 
half that, a high-profile Government official would receive an annual salary of around £250 and 
a labourer a guinea a week; a good barrister or solicitor might earn a little more. 

Helen was single, but Carte was a married man.  He had married Blanche Julia Prowse in 
1870, while she was still a teenager.  She bore him two sons, Lucas, who became a barrister but 
died at the age of 34 of tuberculosis, and Rupert, who would become his father’s assistant in 
1894.  Blanche contracted and died of pneumonia in 1885 at the age of 32.  Three years later, 
Carte married Helen; the wedding took place in the Savoy Chapel – again, of which more later 
– with Sullivan as the best man. 

Just for a moment, let’s leave Helen LeNoir or Lenoir as, I’m sure, she was addressed in 
London and cross the pond to America, where Gilbert and Sullivan were already busy on their 
next opera, The Pirates of Penzance.  They had decided to forestall the American pirate 
promoters (no play on words intended) by holding the first night there, and Pirates opened on 
New Year’s Eve, 1879.  That solved one problem, but it didn’t address the equally pressing one 
of protecting British copyright.   

Enter Helen.  She was in England, effectively still running H.M.S. Pinafore, but that 
wouldn’t and didn’t stop her putting on the premiere of The Pirates of Penzance at the Royal 
Bijou Theatre in Paignton (now demolished), where it is likely that the company outnumbered 
the audience!  She had much to deal with: a score that came over piecemeal from America, a 
cast wearing their costumes from Pinafore – which they’d performed the day before in nearby 
Torquay – and singing from their sheets of music – there had only been time for one rehearsal 
– no overture (it hadn’t been completed in time) and no scenery.  But premiere it did, on 
Tuesday, 30th December, and the copyright was officially established. 

In America, success was assured and within six weeks, Carte had launched three other 
companies, the first opening in Philadelphia and touring New England, the second in Newark, 
touring New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Missouri and Nebraska and then 
on to Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin.  The third opened in Buffalo, with Sullivan conducting, 
before going to Chicago and then south to St. Louis and New Orleans, Memphis and Nashville. 

With everything neatly set up, the Triumvirate, on 21st February, went on holiday.  But 
who was going to run the shop, i.e. the principal company and the three on tour?  Helen Lenoir 
of course!  She arrived in New York and worked initially with Carte – Gilbert and Sullivan had 
returned to England to rehearse for the London opening of Pirates – before he too left her in 
charge of all his American business interests.  She would continue to do so during the winter 
months over the next six years, and would visit the United States 15 times in all. 

[To be continued] 
 

 “King Cole – the not so merry soul of Cole Porter”, by John Lahr, from The New 
Yorker, 4th July 2004 (somewhat abbreviated, and with Anglo-English spelling) 

On October 24, 1937, Cole Porter went out for a horseback ride at the Piping Rock Club, in 
Locust Valley, Long Island – one of those swank playgrounds whose names he liked to rhyme 
in song and which signalled his fully paid-up membership in the Elegentsia.  In the woods, the 
skittish horse, which the forty-six-year-old Porter had been warned against riding, shied and 
fell on him, crushing both his legs.  According to Porter – a story that William McBrien, the 
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author of “Cole Porter: A Biography” (1998), finds “difficult to believe” – he passed the 
excruciating hours while he waited to be rescued composing the lyrics to an elusive verse of 
his song “At Long Last Love”. 

The moment was pivotal in Porter’s life; so, too, was his recounting of it.  The lyrics to  
“At Long Last Love” are, of course, exquisite – “Is it an earthquake or simply a shock? / Is it 
the good turtle soup or merely the mock? / Is it a cocktail, this feeling of joy? / Or is what I feel 
the real McCoy?” – but Porter’s talent for masquerade, for turning life’s griefs and glories into 
an impudent game, didn’t end there.  In gruelling pain for decades after the accident, forced to 
walk with braces and canes, he nonetheless had the humour to give his lame legs names: the 
left he christened Josephine, the right Geraldine, “a hellion, a bitch, a psychopath.”  Even at the 
end of his life, his apartment at the Waldorf Towers, in New York, was decorated with an 
embroidered pillow that advised, in French, “Don’t Explain – Don’t Complain”. 

Porter’s entire life was built around the act of decoying his depths.  From the moment in 
1905 when the elfin fourteen-year-old from a powerful lumber and mining family in Peru, 
Indiana – the pampered and only surviving one of three siblings – arrived at Worcester 
Academy, in Massachusetts, with his paintings and an upright piano for his dorm room, he cast 
himself as a kind of dandy.  The dandy’s strategy is to combine daring with tact, flamboyance 
with distance.  Instead of breaking the rules, Porter learned to play with them.  “At boarding 
school, I was always taught,” he wrote in “I’m in Love”, “not to reveal what I really thought, / 
Nor ever once let my eyes betray / The dreadful things I longed to say.”  At Yale, where he had 
a sensational undergraduate career, his salmon-coloured ties, his slick, centre-parted hair, and 
his manicured nails broadcast his privilege and his rebellion.  “Porter did not fit easily into the 
social mould of a Yale man,” his friend Gerald Murphy, who engineered Porter’s entry into the 
most raucous of Yale fraternities, ΔKE, said.  Still, music made a place for him on campus, 
allowing him both to tease the mainstream and to join it.  He composed “Bull Dog” and “Bingo 
Eli Yale”, football anthems that are still played today; he wrote his first musical, “Cora” (1911); 
he was a member of the Whiffenpoofs, Yale’s most prestigious singing group, and the president 
of the Glee Club.  Behind a piano, delivering his mischievous lyrics in a high-pitched, metallic 
voice – “I sing unpleasantly,” he once said – Porter could confess and, at the same time, mask 
his feelings, keeping the world both engaged and at arm’s length. 

For the best part of his adulthood, Porter organised life so that his effervescent music and 
his emollient lyrics preceded him into a room.  Manners defined the man and his songs, 
imposing on both a meticulous and elegant symmetry.  Slim and courtly, the five-foot-seven 
Porter had black doe eyes and a burnished baby face, whose smoothness he enhanced by 
shaving twice a day.  “You might describe me as a cross between Eddie Cantor and the Duke 
of Windsor,” he said.  His assault on American puritanism – what Gilbert Seldes called “the 
habits-of-rabbits school of songwriting” – rarely transgressed the bounds of propriety, 
deploying etiquette even as it mocked it.  “If you’re swimming at Newport with some old 
leech,” he wrote, “And he wrestles you while you’re wet, / Don’t call him a son of a Bailey’s 
Beach, / It ain’t smart, / It ain’t chic, / It ain’t etiquette.” 

Propriety, however, bred boredom.  Porter’s songs are passionate, playful, and immediately 
accessible; he, by contrast, was slow to kindle.  “People who meet Cole Porter for the first time 
often find his personality baffling,” Margaret Case Harriman wrote in her 1940 Profile of him 
for this magazine.  “He is by turns pensive, nervous, mercurial, and polite.  When he is 
interested or amused, he talks with a rush of words which betrays him into a slight lisp. … At 
other times his air of boredom verges on the spectacular.”  “Poor Young Millionaire”, written 
in the twenties, when Porter was living in gala style in Europe, spelled out his deep-seated 
ennui.  (Because Porter had dropped out of Harvard Law School to dedicate himself to music, 
his tyrannical grandfather, J. O. Cole, disinherited him; his mother, however, gave him half of 
her own four-million-dollar bequest.)  “I’m tired of betting, / Tired of sporting, / Tired of 
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flirting, / Tired of courting, . . . / Tired of being / Tired, tired, tired.”  Songwriting was Porter’s 
antidote to the entropy of self-indulgence.  “He worked around the clock,” Moss Hart, who 
collaborated with Porter on “Jubilee” (1935), said.  “He used work as a weapon to shield himself 
from a boredom whose threshold was extremely low.  He could withdraw and disappear before 
one’s eyes with an almost sinister facility.” 

To see Porter clearly – the full audacity of his lightness and brightness – one must view 
him against the dowdy gravity of the America into which he emerged, in 1932, a country 
lumbered by the Depression, Prohibition, and social upheaval.  Although Porter had had three 
variable outings on Broadway in the twenties (“Greenwich Village Follies” in 1924, “Paris” in 
1928 and “Wake Up and Dream” in 1929), the thirties were the decade when he came into his 
own, with ten musicals for the stage and two for Hollywood.  “You could follow a progression 
from Jerome Kern to Dick Rodgers to Gershwin,” the lyricist Alan Jay Lerner said.  “But Cole 
seemed to spring like Jupiter from Minerva’s head – all made.  What he did was so special and 
… unexplainable that he is really of them all, in a strange way, the most irreplaceable.” 

At a time when prosperity was imperilled, Porter – with his valets, his sixteen dressing 
gowns, his Art Deco Paris house, with zebra rugs on marble floors, his Venetian palace, where 
he composed in a ballroom hung with Tiepolos – personified the myth of American abundance.  
Unlike the other Broadway music-makers, he didn’t aspire to be wealthy; he simply was, to use 
his term, “rich-rich.”  He was also an unrepentant hedonist; his songs conveyed an exhilarating 
wonder at the world’s plenitude.  In “You’re the Top”, for instance, he conjured up an eclectic 
picture of the American cornucopia: a Bendel bonnet, Mickey Mouse, Garbo’s salary, 
cellophane, a turkey dinner, the Derby winner, a Waldorf salad, the feet of Fred Astaire, an 
O’Neill drama, Whistler’s mama, and so on.  This yoking together of high and low culture was 
part of Porter’s sumptuous impertinence – and a pop landscape new to the musical. 

Porter’s Broadway cohorts were mostly striving middle-class Jewish New Yorkers who 
took their inspiration from jazz and from the city’s momentum.  Porter, in his attitudes and his 
influences, was essentially European.  After the spectacular failure of his 1916 Broadway début, 
“See America First,” he lived abroad for nearly two decades.  The memory of his travels in 
those years surfaces in the rhythms of his songs.  “What Is This Thing Called Love?” and “Night 
and Day” grew out of strains of Moroccan music; he discovered the offbeat of “Begin the 
Beguine” while watching a native dance in the Dutch East Indies; the fast-paced wit of the 
popular songs performed in Paris boîtes worked its way into Porter’s “list songs” – a style that 
he originated and which was, according to its creator, “the tinpantithesis of poetry.” 

Porter’s songs evoked an adult existence – a world of pleasure, travel, wealth, and 
promiscuity.  They goosed and seduced society; part of their frisson was their composer’s antic 
impulse to put it ever so gently to his high-society friends.  In “I’m Dining with Elsa,” the 
flamboyant, beefy hostess Elsa Maxwell, who was at the centre of Porter’s deluxe crowd, got 
this jolt: “I’ve got Bromo Seltzer / To take when dinner ends, / For I’m dining with Elsa / And 
her ninety-nine most intimate friends!”  But the songs’ driving force was something else.  Each 
of the great masters of the Broadway lyric had his source of special inspiration: Lorenz Hart 
had loneliness; E. Y. Harburg had Marxism; Oscar Hammerstein II had optimism; Ira Gershwin 
had his brother; Porter had sex.  His songs glorified “the sweetness of sin,” and were dished up 
with what Kenneth Tynan called his “bedside wit.”  Of the great lyricists, only Porter could 
have written, “I’d love to make a tour of you / The eyes, the arms, the mouth of you, / The east, 
west, north, and the south of you.”  “Night and Day”, “Begin the Beguine”, “In the Still of the 
Night”, “So in Love” and “I’ve Got You Under My Skin” – his most famous ballads – show 
off Porter’s sultry emotional power.  He didn’t want just to invoke love; he wanted to taste it. 

In the arena of relationships, Porter was bracingly laissez-faire.  With songs such as “Let’s 
Misbehave” and “Please Don’t Make Me Be Good”, he counselled pragmatism of the heart, not 
idealism.  He was, as Alan Jay Lerner quipped, “a homosexual who had never seen the closet” 
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– “Anything Goes” was his motto, as well as his hit.  In “Experiment” he wrote, “Be curious, / 
Though interfering friends may frown. / Get furious / At each attempt to hold you down.”  Porter 
was not above winking indirectly at his own appetite for a bit of rough.  “Find me a primitive 
man / Built to a primitive plan,” he wrote in a song for the show “Fifty Million Frenchmen” 
(1929).  “I don’t mean the kind that belongs to a club, / But the kind that has a club that belongs 
to him.” His lyrics are often full of distinctly phallic fun.  In “Brush Up Your Shakespeare”, he 
joked, “When your baby is pleading for pleasure / Let her sample your ‘Measure for Measure.’ ”  
But like Casanova, whom he sang about in “Nymph Errant” (1933), Porter was also “a human 
stove;” when he was actually in love, the blasé postures of his wit abandoned him.  In song, he 
was cool; in life, he burned.  “The only thing I really want to do is climb to the top of the bell 
tower and announce to the piazza that I’m desperately in love,” he wrote to the dancer Boris 
Kochno, in 1925.  “I love you so much that I think only of you – I see only you and I dream 
only of the moment when we’ll be reunited.” 

Tall, blond, with deep-blue eyes, Linda Lee Porter, his wife of thirty-five years, was a 
famous Southern beauty.  At seventeen, she had married the newspaper mogul Edward R. 
Thomas, whose empire included the New York Morning Telegraph.  Eleven unhappy years 
later, she divorced the sadistic Thomas – the first American ever to have killed anyone with an 
automobile – and the settlement made her a wealthy woman.  When she married Porter, in 1919, 
he was twenty-eight and she was thirty-six.  Linda gave her ambitious young companion access 
to all of Europe’s grandees.  She was smart and supportive; he was a live wire who needed 
connections.  Together, they formed an adoring partnership, a companionate marriage.  But to 
the aesthete Bernard Berenson, a confidant of Linda’s, who saw the newlyweds on their 
honeymoon, Porter was “a little music man fifteen years younger.”  (It’s a barometer of Porter’s 
boyishness that Berenson overstated the age difference by seven years.)  She “has nearly worn 
herself out going at his rattling pace,” he added.  “I saw their future in the blackest terms.” 

Like Porter’s devoted mother, Linda believed in his talent.  At first, according to Gerald 
Murphy, she “rather hoped he would devote himself to serious music.”  She wrote to Arnold 
Bennett, Bernard Shaw and John Galsworthy for librettos from which her husband might 
compose an opera, and she invited Igor Stravinsky to the Riviera to instruct her husband in 
harmony and composition.  “She goaded me along,” Porter said.  He invested Linda with a sort 
of parental authority, even going so far as to seek her approval of his lovers.  “You made a 
friend today – it was Linda,” he wrote to Kochno.  “I don’t know how to tell you how grateful 
I am – you did it.  And that makes everything much easier.” 

“Marriage excuses no one the freak’s roll call,” the playwright Joe Orton wrote; Porter 
certainly proved this point: he was an avid member of the brotherhood.  On their world junkets, 
“les Coleporteurs” travelled with a largely male entourage.  At the Waldorf Towers, they lived 
in separate apartments; at their estate in Williamstown, Linda occupied the main house and 
Porter a small house nearby, which he dubbed “No Trespassing.”  The marriage, as Brendan 
Gill delicately put it in “Cole”, was “not without intermittent warfare and cobbled-up truces.”  
The couple fought primarily over Porter’s increasingly reckless sexual escapades and his 
disregard of the “good form” of their heterosexual masquerade, which humiliated Linda and, 
inevitably, created a distance between them.  “Porter had needs he could not satisfy with Linda, 
not only sexual needs but social ones as well,” William McBrien writes of Porter’s mature 
years.  “He could not, for instance, discuss the beauty of young males.  Nor could he lament to 
her about living without an intimate companion – a man with whom he might have shared a 
home.”  Linda was the darlin’ to whom Porter was, as he memorably wrote, always true in his 
fashion.  Many of Porter’s melodies, written in haunting minor keys, express a palpable sadness 
that his public persona kept hidden.  “The thrill when we meet / Is so bittersweet / That, darling, 
it’s getting me down,” he wrote in “Get Out of Town”.  In “Down in the Depths”, he noted, 
“Why, even the janitor’s wife / Has a perfectly good love life / And here am I / Facing tomorrow 
/ Alone with my sorrow.”  Promiscuity and songwriting were Porter’s antidepressants, at once 
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an expression of and a relief from his neediness – the “oh, such a hungry, yearning burning 
inside of me” that he wrote about in “Night and Day”. 

Porter seems never to have found the love that he eloquently invoked in song after song.  
In 1951, battered by pain, he had shock treatment for depression.  In 1954, Linda died of 
emphysema.  In 1958, after some thirty operations, his right leg was finally amputated.  It was 
“a cruel decision to have to make and involves much sex vanity and many fears of being 
repellent,” Noël Coward wrote, after visiting Porter in the hospital.  “Wouldn’t It Be Fun”, 
written for a 1958 TV production of “Aladdin”, was Porter’s last song, and it carries a bitter 
autobiographical aftertaste: “Wouldn’t it be fun not to be famous, / Wouldn’t it be fun not to be 
rich! / … Wouldn’t it be fun to be nearly anyone / Except me, mighty me!” 

Porter survived another six years, but, when his music – that lifelong attempt to forestall 
the immanence of emptiness – stopped, he stopped, too.  “He was terribly uninterested,” Diana 
Vreeland wrote.  “He just couldn’t get up the old interest to do anything … and then he stopped 
speaking.”  Music was how Porter had negotiated life and created it around him.  “Old songs 
are more than tunes,” the playwright Ben Hecht said.  “They are little houses in which our hearts 
once lived.”  In that sense, Porter was one of the great architects of the twentieth century.  We 
still happily inhabit the pleasure palaces he built for us.  He manufactured joy, that rarest of 
commodities, with which he excused everything, even himself. 
 

Addenda (as no place otherwise in this packed issue) 
1.  The title “World War One women” is only a working one, as is the flyer.  Also, the 
information is incomplete in that there will be more, much more!  Full details in the next 
Newsletter – but you can still write to me at one of the email addresses below (or directly, at 
either president@savoyards.ch or stephan.v.arthur@icloud.com) to reserve a seat (or seats!) 
on either day. 
2.  Readers will have seen that there is a paucity (i.e. one only of Valerie!) of photos illustrating, 
especially, the Summer Apéro.  The reasons are manifold, not least of which is that this issue 
is already 19 pages long.  They can all be viewed at https://www.savoyards.ch/gallery; my 
thanks to Claire McDonack. 
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